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“Oh, the Places You’ll Go” Through Poetry 

 

The first poet most children meet, Dr. Seuss, 

captivates readers with language, sound, and 

imagination. Whether The Cat in the Hat, Green 

Eggs and Ham, or Oh, the Places You’ll Go! brings 

back memories of kindergarten circle time and being 

tucked into bed, Dr. Seuss’s poetry impacts readers 

long after the last rhyme. 

 

 

WeGo freshmen have grown and changed dramatically since those simpler days, and the power of language has 

been transformed, too, through technology like YouTube, iTunes, and Twitter. Nevertheless, appreciating and 

understanding poetry is as valuable in the 21st century as it ever has been. At WCCHS, poetry in integrated into 

the curriculum at each grade level; however, the Class of 2020 began the 2016-2017 school year investigating 

the concept of coming of age through poetry. 

 

Freshmen began this inquiry into coming of age by 

examining an image captured  in 1969 by 

photographer Joseph Szabo titled, “Pricilla, Jones 

Beach,” which enabled students to generate questions 

about society’s expectations for children and 

childhood, as opposed to adolescence or adulthood. 

Students discussed common beliefs such as 

“innocence should be protected” and “loss of 

innocence can’t be undone.” Then, English 1 and 

English 1 Honors students analyzed a series of 

scenarios on coming of age as a gateway to further 

outline warrants or rules that most people  

believe about innocence versus experience   

such as “coming of age usually involves a rite of  

passage” and “loss of innocence can be painful.”  (Learn more about photographer Joseph Szabo at 

http://www.josephszabophotos.com) 

 
Once students considered these prompts, they began analyzing poems like “Oranges” by Gary Soto, “On 

Turning Ten” by Billy Collins, and “The Incident” by Countee Cullen, as well demonstrating their ability to 

analyze poems independently on assessments of new poems, “cold readings,” that required students to 

demonstrate their newly developed skills. 
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“On Turning Ten”   
  

The whole idea of it makes me feel 
like I’m coming down with something, 
something worse than any stomach ache 
or the headaches I get from reading in bad light - - 
a kind of measles of the spirit, 
a mumps of the psyche, 
a disfiguring chicken pox of the soul. 
 
You tell me it is too early to be looking back, 
but that is because you have forgotten 
The perfect simplicity of being one  
and the beautiful complexity introduced by two. 
But I can lie on my bed and remember every digit. 
 
                                                                                             Analysis of “On Turning Ten” using Hillocks’ Hierarchy of 
                                                                                                                 Questions in English 1 
At four I was an Arabian wizard.  
I could make myself invisible  
by drinking a glass of milk a certain way. 
At seven I was a soldier, at nine a prince. 
 
But now I am mostly at the window 
watching the late afternoon light. 
Back then it never fell so solemnly 
against the side of my tree house, 
and my bicycle never leaned against the garage 
as it does today, 
all the dark blue speed drained out of it. 
 
This is the beginning of sadness, I say to myself, 
as I walk through the universe in my sneakers. 
It is time to say goodbye to my imaginary friends 
time to turn the first big number. 
  
It seems yesterday I used to believe                     Model claim for the prompt “How does the speaker change?”  
there was nothing under my skin but light. 
If you cut me I could shine 
But now when I fall upon the sidewalks of life, 
I skin my knees. I bleed. 

                                  Billy Collins (1995) 
 

 

 

The coming of age unit also introduced students to two procedures for analyzing text. Freshmen learned how to 

use “The Big Six” to deconstruct and analyze poems. Students learned to evaluate the author’s message by 

examining a poem’s title, speaker, tools, and turn, after paraphrasing the text. Students also used Hillocks’ 

Hierarchy of Questions to analyze the poems; questions progress from explicit ones that ask about the meaning 

“right there” in the text to simple implied inferences that are “between the lines” and complex inferences that 

evaluate character, change, comparison, contrast, cause and effect. Students also discuss theme and the 

author’s structural choices, while evaluating the common components of coming of age and reflecting on their 

own childhood and adolescence. 
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Freshmen are encouraged to attend the English 1 Study Table in the LRC after school on 

Mondays through Thursdays from 3:15 to 4:15 p.m. One of the English 1 faculty members 

is available each afternoon to work with students on homework, assessment retakes, or 

make-up work. Special thanks to the English 1 team Jen Culbertson, Mary Fremeau, 
Shannon Sanchez, Lauren  Stewart, and Cat Thielberg and student teacher Krista 

Johnson for their efforts to support WeGo freshmen.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And we’’ll leave it at that. There’s more eNews to read! Or poems about childhood or 

whatever you need. And will you read on? Yes! Read on until dawn! (Scroll or click, go 

ahead before this page is gone). Kid, you’ll love poetry!  

 

 

 
 


